
REQUEST FOR EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST 

 

AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT BANK 

NEW DEAL ON ENERGY – IPP PROCUREMENT FLAGSHIP 

POWER ENGINEER CONSULTANT 
 

 
1. The African Development Bank has recently launched the New Deal on Energy for Africa Program with an aspirational goal 

of Africa achieving universal access to energy by 2025 (100 percent access in urban areas, 95 percent in rural areas) 

leveraging on and off-grid solutions. The New Deal focuses on seven strategic themes to address the challenges in the 

energy sector. These themes are: (i) setting up the right enabling policy environment, (ii) enabling utility companies for 

success, (iii) dramatically increasing the number of bankable energy projects, (iv) increasing the funding pool to deliver 

new projects, (v) supporting ‘bottom of the pyramid’ energy access programmes, (vi) accelerating major regional 

projects and driving integration and (vii) rolling out waves of country-wide energy ‘transformations’.  

 

2. The bank will address these themes through a series of flagship programs such as IPP procurement, power utility 

transformation, early stage project support facility, funding catalyst programmes, bottom of the pyramid energy financing 

facility, mobile payment programme, regional project acceleration programme, country wide energy sector turnarounds, 

and transformative partnerships.  

 

3. The African Development Bank seeks expressions of interest from suitably qualified individual power engineer 

consultants to support the IPP Procurement Flagship team in their technical assessment of opportunities in the 

power sector. 

 

4. Through the IPP Procurement Flagship, the bank will support the implementation of IPP Procurement across multiple 

countries. 

 

5. The services to be provided under the Assignment include: (i) Participate in the formulation of the implementation plan for 

the IPP Procurement program; (ii) Participate in the planning and execution of project identification and business 

development missions in selected RMC’s to promote the IPP Procurement Program. Such mission will lead to mandates 

from RMC’s to develop and implement IPP Procurement programs in their respective countries; (iii) Participate in the 

technical screening of various potential projects and mandates from RMCs to determine their suitability to be included in 

the pipeline; (iv) Participate in the technical aspects of structuring of the various IPP Procurement programs to be 

bankable; (v) Participate in the implementation of the IPP Procurement program. This includes advising government and 

government entities on the enabling environment required to implement IPP Procurement; assisting governments to 

implement the required interventions for the IPP Procurement to be bankable; recruiting technical advisors to assist the 

IPP Procurement team and government to implement the IPP Procurement program; launching of the IPP Procurement 

program; assist government entities in reviewing the bids from IPPs; assisting government entities in negotiations with 

selected IPPs to financial close.  

 

6. The IPP Procurement Flagship invites Individual Consultants to indicate their interest in providing the services described 

above. Interested consultants shall provide information on their qualifications and experience demonstrating their ability to 

provide the services (CVs, references for similar services, experience in comparable assignments etc.).  

 

 

7. The eligibility criteria, the establishment of a short list and the selection procedure shall be in conformity with the Bank’s 

Rules and Procedure for Acquisition of Consulting Services funded by the Administrative or Capital Expenditure 

Budget.  Please, note that interest expressed by a Consultant does not imply any obligation on the part of the Bank to 

include him/her in the shortlist. 

 

8. The estimated duration of services is 6 working months with the possibility of extension. The commencement date is 

planned for 1 December 2016. The remuneration will be in accordance with AfDB’s rates and the qualification and 

experience of the Consultant. AfDB is under no obligation to shortlist any applicant who expresses interest. 

 

9. Interested Individual Consultants may obtain further information at the email address below during the Bank’s working 

hours: from 09:00 to 17:00 hours.  

 

10. Expressions of interest must be received by email with one (1) attachment file in PDF format by no later than Wednesday 

26th October, 2016 at 17h00 Abidjan time to K.KORANTENG@AFDB.ORG and J.LI@AFDB.ORG copying 

G.WILSON@AFDB.ORG. The Expression of interest must specifically mention “Individual Consultants for the New 

Deal on Energy – IPP Procurement Flagship”. 

 

For the attention of: Mr. Kweku Koranteng and Ms. Jing Li, with copy to Ms. Geraldine Wilson.  

mailto:k.koranteng@afdb.org
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